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Moscow, Russia
MASTERLine ES, MASTERLine 111, MASTERCapsule, AccentLED, MASTERColour CDM-TD, LivingColors

Case study 
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Background
Spectacular Renaissance Hotel located in the very heart of vibrant and exciting Moscow 

is a perfect setting for high-profile business events, outrageous parties and enjoyable 

leisure time. The hotel management is interested in best lighting solutions both from 

aesthetic and cost optimization point of view. 

Hotel rooms and common areas were previously illuminated with regular halogen lamps, 

which consumed lots of energy. Same problem was spotted for highlighting pictures, 

which also suffered from excessive heat generation coming from lamps. 

The challenge
The hotel is constantly looking for new ways of indulging and impressing their guests. 

In top-class venue like Renaissance all aspects of lighting are important: it has to look 

perfect, to require minimum maintenance, to be energy efficient and of course leave 

guests with maximum comfort. 

The solution
Energy saving Halogen lamps with EcoBoost-technology have become a perfect solution 

for illumination of hotel rooms and common areas. Examples are the MASTERLine ES 

and MASTERLine 111. 

Canvases and paintings in the corridors are now lit with low wattage Philips AccentLED 

lamps, with minimal heat emission. Renaissance hotel Engineering Director, Mesut 

Bagci, acknowledged “We were facing major problems with heat coming from mains 

voltage halogen lamps used in corridors of our hotel. 4W AccentLED lamps replaced 

the 35W halogen and solved that heat problem. Next to that, the long lifetime of these 

lamps assure low running costs and quick payback time for this investment”. To create 

fascinating ambiances and making fascinating lighting effects, also a LivingColor lamp was 

used in the Hotel restaurants. Especially during winter season when the LivingColours is 

used to illuminate sculptures made of ice, this gives an amazing scene.

Benefits
All Philips products used in Renaissance hotel save substantial energy and reduce mainte-

nance costs. With thousands of light points these aspects are of vital importance. Mesut 

Bagci says: “We have taken a decision to switch to the energy saving halogen technology 

EcoBoost, provided we do not loose any light output and do not compromise on the 

light quality. The 40% energy saving of this technology released some additional energy 

capacity in our hotel, which is a serious constraint in Moscow infrastructure. The low 

energy consumption, little heat emission as well as longer lifetime compared with stan-

dard halogen lamps will allow not only to pay the investment back, but also to actually 

save money after all!”
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“ The low energy consumption, little heat emission as well 
as longer lifetime ... will allow not only to pay the invest-
ment back, but also to actually save money after all! ”

Mesut Bagci, Renaissance hotel Engineering Director, Moscow


